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delon's debut album 'the connections' contains beats that are very eclectic. he mixes different styles of

music into tight hip-hop. 13 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details:

DJ NEW YORK CITY KEN RADIO MIX SHOW DJ PROMOTIONS DIRECTOR

DJNYCKEN@CEYLONRECORDS.COM 1930 WILSHIRE BLVD SUITE 909 LOS ANGELES, CA 90057

DIRECT - 310-229-5313 OFFICE - 213-483-8048 WWW.CEYLONRECORDS.COM Ceylon Records, Inc.

ceylonrecords.com Artist: DeLon BIOGRAPHY: DeLon Jayasingha grew up in Los Angeles, California,

born to parents from the Island of Sri Lanka. DeLon's start in music began at the age of 12. He began

dee-jaying as a hobby, working from party to party around his local area of Pasadena; moving on to

dee-jaying in clubs around Hollywood. DeLon began writing and producing music at the age of 16. He

honed his craft while attending college, perfecting his skills on the microphone, regularly entering in

competitions. It was at this time that DeLon began producing professionally for other artists. The lyrical

content of the artists he produced for disheartened him due to their misuse of the power of the

microphone to spread positive uplifting messages. He stopped making music for other artists, moving on

to solely producing music for his own rhymes, which are embedded with a message of unity. DeLon's

inspiration for making music is born out of his dream to bring a new paradigm to rap music. BEHIND THE

MUSIC: DeLon's musical purpose is to bring unity amongst people and to educate them through his

lyrics. "Rap music is such a powerful tool and, if used to educate, can help change the world." His style is

unique and cannot be sonically compared with any rapper in the game. Unlike many rappers before him,

DeLon has traveled to over 33 countries, collecting music and knowledge along the way. "From my

studies of life and history, I have realized that my Sri Lankan people, Indians as well, have their roots in

Africa. Knowing this, the fighting within our own race, much less that all around the world, is absolutely
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ridiculous." DeLon holds this premise dear, attempting to take crooked history and making it straight.

Much of his music encompasses the idea of reuniting the African race in its totality. Subjects that are

heavily touched on include the relative ideas of world poverty. "Life in America, even in the poorest of

neighborhoods, can not even compare to the way a beggar in South India lives." Another mission of this

album is to open up a new perspective within the rap genre. As explained to me by DeLon, the rap world

is saturated with rappers that speak of money, hoes, and clothes. He attempts not to make that his focus.

Granted everyone knows that these things sell, and this is probably the reason for it, DeLon has

presented a way to make music without focusing on these worn-out issues. His Sri Lankan decent has

already created a base sense of curiosity amongst his rapping peers, and this is only heightened by his

uncommon lyrics and highly entertaining performance style. PDF created with FinePrint pdfFactory trial
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